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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITI'EE FOR AERONAurICS 

RESEARCH M]MORANDUM 

FLIGHT TESTS OF A TWO -DIMENSIONAL WEDGE DIFFUSER 

AT TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 

By M. A. Faget 

SIDMARY 

A two-dimensional wedge diffuser, designed to be used with a 
ducted-airfoil ram j et, was tested on a r ocket -powered test vehicle 
up to a Mach number of 1.45· 

Orifice plates and a choking section behind the diffuser exit 
simulated burning in a combustion chamber by providing the proper 
pressure drop. 

Results obtained from these tests showed there were no abrupt 
changes in mass flow and pressure r ecovery as the model velocity 
increased through the transonic region. Diffuser efficiency, defined 
as the percent of kinetic energy recovered, was computed to be 
95 .5 percent at M = 1.2. Impac t pressures at several points in the 
diffuser exit indicated that there was a large wake from the island 
which was used to fair the wedge . 

INTRODUCTION 

In reference 1 the ducted-airfoil ram jet was proposed as having 
the advantages of compactness and accessibility of controls in comparison 
to the ducted-fuselage ram jet, and a theoretical analysis was made that 
indicated the possibility of high performance for the ducted-airfoil 
unit. An investigation of the ducted-airfoil ram jet has accordingly 
been undertaken by the Langley Laboratory of the NACA, and the present 
paper reports the results of some tests of a small two-dimensional 
diffuser applicable to the proposed ram-jet installation. 

_ A diffuser with a fai r ed, protruding wedge for external compression 
was selected for testing, as it was considered the most suitable for 
use in the ducted-airfoil ram jet. The general considerations in the 
design of such a two-dimensional diffuser are essentially similar to 
those for the corresponding three-dimensional diffuser with a protruding 
cone, which are discussed in r eference 2. The central wedge was made 
sufficiently slender so that the shock wave would be attached at a Mach 
number of 1.4, corresponding to the estimated top speed of the t est 
vehicle . The gain in pressUPe r ecovery for this type of diffuser entrance , 
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when co~pared with the converging-diverging type (ref er ence 3), would 
be small at the design speed of M = 1 . 4 . However) some of the data 
from these tests could be extrapolated t o high Mach number designs of 
the same type . 

Flight t ests of the diffuser wer e made on two -stage r ocket-power ed 
test vehicles fired a t the Pilotless Aircraft Research Test Station at 
Wallops Island, Va. The technique of flight testing with instru
mented model s equipped with tel emeter s made it poss i ble to obtain the 
pressure r ecover y and mass flow of the diffuser design in the transonic 
range and a t velocities as high as M = 1.45 in the supersonic range . 

Description of Apparatus and Tests 

Test diffuser s .- A cr oss section of the ducted a irfoil, showing the 
general configuration and signi ficant dimensions of th~ two -dimensional 
diffuser tested , is presented in figure 1. The protruding wedge of the 
diffuser has a half -angle of 90

• This wedge is fa ired back along the 
center line of the diffuser forming an i s land which divides the diffuser 
into two similar ducts . The wedge half -angle of 90 was sel ected so 
that at the design speed of M = 1 .4 an oblique shock wave would become 
attached to the wedge. This shock wave would fall ahead of the diffuser 
entrance . The entrance lips a r e sharpened ~~ curved to make the inner 
surfaces of the lips tangent to the streamlines behind the oblique 
shock wave . After entering the diffuser the air is compr essed at 
subsonic velocities by the expansion of the duc t cross section . The 

expansion angle is ~o in the for ward portion and increases to 100 at 

the diffuser exit . Orifice plates and a choking section following the 
diffuser exit r egulate the mass flow t hrough the diffuser. The diffuser 
is separated f r om the body of the test vehicle by an open passageway in 
the ducted airfoil to eliminate the eff ects of the body boundary layer 
on the diffuser performanc e . 

A pressure survey was made at the exit of one of the diffuser s on 
the test vehicle . The other diffuser on the test yehicle was not 
surveyed and was used only to provide aerodynamic balance. The part 
of the diffuser exit which was s urveyed was enclosed between two 

ribs 3~ inches apar t . These r ibs ran the full l ength of the subsonic 
portion of the diffuser and separ ated the portion surveyed from the r est 
of the diffuser. Since this portion was in the center of the semisp~ 
the flow a t the entrance to thi s portion may be consider ed twc dimensional . 
The dif fuser was divided by the i s l a nd into t wo channels which wer e 
mirror images ; ther ef or o, t he exit of only one channel was surveyed. 
Impact pressures wer e measured at differ ent points in the two models 
test ed with overlapping check points . In the first model the impact 
pr essure was measured at the center line and 0 . 26 inch, 0. 52 inch, 
and 0 . 78 inch from the cen ter line , whil e in the second model impac t 
pressure was mea sured at the center line and 0.09 inch, 0.18 inch, 
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and 0.27 inch from the center line. This arrangement was selected to 
provide the maximum amount of instrumentation in the wake of the 
island. The pressure -survey tubes, as well as the arrangement of the 
ribs and orifice plates, are shown in figure 2 which is a photograph 
of the diffuser during construction. 

3 

Test vehicle.- The test vehicle was power ed by two 5-inch British 
Cordi te rocket motors arranged in two stages. The general arrangement 
of the booster and sustainer stages is shown in figure 3. The two 
ducted airfoils containing two -dimensional diffuser s acted as tail 
surfaces stabilizing the second stage in one plane and conventional tail 
fins gave the r equired stability in the other plane . The body of the 
second stage housed the second- stage rocket motor in the aft end and 
the instruments and a six -channel telemeter in the forward end . The 
booster stage consisted of the booster motor with stabilizing fins 
clamped on the r ear end. An attachment mounted on the front of the 
booster motor held the two stages rigidly together during the boosting 
period and allowed the t wo stages to disengage when the booster motor 
ceased to produce thrust. A time -delay squib fired the sustaining 
motor soon after the booster dropped free . A photograph of the model 
and booster on the launching rack is shown in fi gure 4 . 

Instrumentation.- A C. W. Doppler radar near the launching s i te 
was used to measure velocity of the model during flight. A s ix-channel 
telemeter in the nose of the test vehicle was used to transmit the data 
from four differ ential pressure cells that measured impact pressures 
in the diffuser, and two absolute pressure cells that measured the 
static pressure in the diffuser and the total pressure at the nose of 
t he test vehicle . The total pressure at the nose was to be used to 
obtain model velOCity in case the radar f a iled to func tion . However, 
radar r ecords were good and were used since they are more accurate . 

Immediately after each flight a radiosonde balloon was r el eased. 
This radiosonde provided data from which atmospheric conditions wer e 
obtained. High-speed movie cameras t racked the model during flight and 
timed still cameras gave photographs of the launching. A photograph of 
a launching from one of the timed still cameras is presented in figure 5 · 

Tests . - Data from the accel erating part of the f light only were used 
in calculating the r esults . This was done because inaccuracies in 
trajectory calculations and a tmospheric conditions r educed f r om radiosonde 
balloon dat a increased with altitude . In both tests movies from the 
tracking camera as well as visual obser vation showed ther e was very 
little r oll and litt l e or no pitching and yawing during flights, 
indicating that the diffuser was near zer o angle of attack during the 
tests . The tel emeter channel measuring impact pressure a t the center 
line of the diffuser exit failed in the second model. Wi th the exception 
of this one channel failure , good t e lemeter r ecords were obtained in 
both t ests. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The r educed radiosonde -balloon data and Doppler radar dat a enabl ed 
the flight velocity and f r ee -stream condi t i ons to be determined a t 
every point along the model traj ectory . The r educ ed t el emeter dat a 
made possible the det ermination of pressure di s tribution at t he diffuser 
exit . Through the use of compressible -f l uid flow r elations the Ma ch 
number and vel ocity di s tribution at the diffuser exit a s well a s the 
mass flow wer e det ermined throughout the mea sured flight range of the 
model . 

The diffuser effici ency, defined in r ef er ence 2 a s t he percent age 
of available kinetic energy r ecover ed in the diffus i on process , i s 
expr essed by the eQuation : 

1 -

The diffuser effici ency, defined as the ratio of t he ri s e in 
static pressure t o the l os s of impact pres sure , is expressed in t he 
eQuation: 

TJ = 1 -

where : 

Mo f r ee - s tream Mach number 

Ho free -str eam t otal pre ssure 

HI diffuser-exit t otal pressure 

Qco free - s tream impact pressure 

Q
Cl 

diffuser-exi t impact pressure 

The pl otted points in f igure 6, showing the rat i o of di ffuser-exi t 
s tat i c pr essure to free- s t r eam static pres sure , are points t aken directly 
f r om t he t el emeter r ecord and radios onde - ball oon r ecord f or the t wo 
t e s ts . The excel lent agreement of t hese points wi t h t he f a i r ed curve 
are an indica tion of t he accuracy of the pr essure mea surements . The 
dat a f r om t he te l eme t er channel s used to obtain impa ct pr e ssure wer e 
r educed to Mach number values and plotted aga i nst flight Mach number . 
Values then taken f r om these curves a t even increments of f light Mach 
numb ers wer e us ed to pl ot the Mach n umber di stribut i on curve (fig . 7) . 
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The curves of average diffuser -exit Mach number and velocity, mass flow, 
and efficiency were obtained f r om values taken from the faired curves 
in figures 6 and 7, and for these curves no experimental points are 
shown. The average Mach number at the diffuser exit, which was obtained 
from the Mach number distribution curve , was actually not representative 
of the whole diffuser. The end effects produced by the boundary layer 
f r om the ribs wer e not taken into account in computing the values for 
average Mach number at the diffuser exit . This would make the measured 
values greater than the average values. This error in the average 
diffuser -exit Mach number would produc Q an error of the same magnitude 
in both the diffuser -exit velocity and mass flow. This same error in 
the diffuser - exit Mach number would also r esult in an error in the 
diffuser efficiency although of a low order . For example, decr easing 
the diffuser-exit Mach number by 5 percent, but keeping the pressure 
r atio the same, would decr ea se the efficiency at M = 1.2 by l ess than 
one-half of 1 percent. 

Since these tests were made on differ ent days and since the 
altitude of the models was continually changing throughout the tests, 
the curves showing mass flow and diffuser - exit velocity have been 
corrected to correspond to standard sea -level conditions in the free 
str eam . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The velOCity- distribution curves (fig. 7) show that the boundary 
layer from the shell and the wake from the island extended to the 
center of the channel . The vel ocity distribution was about the same 
for all flight velocities, and no large changes are indicated through 
the transonic r egion. However , some tendency for the velocity 
distr ibution to flatten with increasing supersonic flight speeds can 
be noted. 

The diffuser -exit Mach number should be expected to reach a maximum 
value, corresponding to the choking duct exit, and r emain near constant 
at higher flight Mach numbers . It is shown in figure 8 that a maximum 
value was obtained at a flight Mach number of 1.1 and then at higher 
flight Mach numbers the diffuser -exit Mach numbers decreased slightly . 
This apparent decr ease in diffuser -exit Mach number may be due to a 
change in the spanwise velocity profile which was not measured. 

The measured vel ocity and mass flow wer e somewhat higher than 
design expec tations . This indicates that the losses in the orifice 
plates ~ere lower than estimated and the back pressure was not ~uite 
sufficient. As a resul~choking in the entrance occurr ed over a large 
range of flight speed. A choking entrance is detrimental to diffuser 
effici ency, particularly at low flight speeds wher e the same loss from 
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chokin g would become a greater percent age loss in the kinetic energy 
of the entering air . This accounts f or t he low values in diffuser 
efficiency (fig . 9 ) a t a f light speed near M = 0. 75 . At higher 
flight speeds t he effic iency i s hi gher but begins to drop off at 
velocities grea ter t han M = 1 .2 , possi bl y because the external losses 
become grea ter . 

The vel oc i ty variation shown in fi gure 8 is similar to that whi ch 
would be obtained wi th the same diffuser on an operating ram j et with 
fuel -ai r ratio constant, s i nce the r es i stance of a combustion chamber 
operating a t constant fuel -air rat i o would vary approximately the same 
as a throttl ed duct . At oper ational flight speeds th~ combustion 
chamber vel ocity l evel s off and increases only slightl y with an 
increase in fli ght speed . This smal l variation of aver age diffuser 
exit velocity is favor able for the oper ation of ram· j et burner s . 

Although the diffuser-exit velocity t ends to l evel out at supersonic 
speeds, the mass f l ow (fig . 10 ) shows no tendency in this direction . 
In fact, the mass f l ow var i es near l y linearly with flight Mach number 
over the r ange tested. The incr ea s e in density at the diffuser exit 
w"i th incr eas i ng f light Mach number accounts for this variation of mass 
flow with f light Mach number s . The curves showing diffuser - exit Mach 
number , vel OCity, pr essure, and mass f l ow are all smooth throughout 
the transonic r egion i ndicating the diffusion process to be fairly 
insensitive to passage through the transonic speed range . . 

CONCLUSIONS 

The diffuser was tested through the transonic speed range and at 
these speeds the diffusion process was not erratic and the variation of 
mass flow with flight velocity was smooth . VelOCity -distribution curves 
r eveal ed a l arge wake from the island as well as a considerable boundary 
layer from the surface of the shel l. If burner operation is impeded by 
such a nonuniform dist ribut i on of velOCity a t the combustion-chamber 
entrance, a r edesign of the subsonic portion of the diffuser would 
become necessary . Diffuser effici ency, defined as the percent of 
kinetic energy r ecover ed, was computed to be 95 .5 percent at M = 1. 2 . 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee f or Aer onautics 

Langley Field, Va. 
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Figure 2. - Construction details of two-dimensional diffuser. 
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Figure 3.- General arrangement of dIffuser 
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Figure 4. - Diffuser test vehicle assembled on launching rack. 
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